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Figure 8 - Cladding hoop stress evolution in load follow
conditions
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ABSTRACT

Since 1917 2 x 440 MWe PWR and 2 x 660 MWe BHR nuclear power
has been taken in operation in Finland, which until the middle of
1982 has given favourable fuel operating experiences from 10 reactor
years. This paper describes the core supervision systems of the plants
especially from the viewpoint of ramp surveillance and the potentials
and needs to improve the supervision capability to meet the future
needs in case more load follow operation is required. As a special
feature for Iicatran Voima is the demand of general basic understanding
of the behaviour of Loviisa reactors' tuel in different operatiny
conditions. A possibility to investigate the fuel seem to be power
cycling tests in Loviisa reactors.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1977 2 x 440 MWe PWB and 2 x 600 MWe BWR nuclear power
has been taken in operation in Finland, which until the middle of 1982
has given operation experience of 10 reactors years.

Unatran Voima (IVO) has two PWR reactors delivered by V/O Atom-
energoexport. Lo 1 is in the 5th cycle and La 2 in the 2nd cycle.
Teollisuuden Voima (TVO) has tv/o BWR reactors delivered by Asea-Atom.
TVO I is in the 4th cycle and TVO II in the 2nd cycle. Only two fud
failures have occurred so far; one in Lo 1 and one in TVO I.

The power plants are mainly used in base load production. Until
now it has also bean necessary to perform load follow operations of
week-end type and other load reductions because of low grid demand
about 10 times per year. In the future we should, if necessary, be
prepared for more extensive load follow operation.



Both reactor types have core supervision system continuously
in operation and are considered to be adequate. However, more frequent
changes in reactor core physical conditions due to increased load follow
will give a sufficiently extensive, accurate and reliable core super-
vision system a more and more important role.

Finnish authorities have presuppored a supervision of local
ramp situation in the core and this is a condition for load follow
operations. Because this was not the philosophy in the original system
of TVO reactors the improvement of the supervision system and the
operational practice was necessary. Presently the largest task for IVO
within this area is to acquire more basic information about the
behaviour of WER-440 fuel in steady state and also in load following
operation.

WER-4-10 FUEL RAMPIMG SUPEHVISION

The WEU-440 reactor core is composed of 349 hexagonal fuel
assemblies. 36 assemblies in the reactor periphery are dummy steel
assemblies for the shielding of the pressure vessel against fast
neutron flux. Control rod consists of the absorbing part with equal
dimensions to an ordinary fuel assembly and of the fuel follower part
that is in the core when the controlling part is drawn out of the core.
Every fuel assembly is composed of 126 fuel rods and a central instru-
mentation tube. The incore instrumentation ot the core is quite exten-
sive including 210 fuel assembly outlet thermocouples and 30 self powe-
red neutron detector thimbles. Each thimble inturn contains local Rh-
detectors at'four axial elevations, one integral V-detector and a
thermocouple at the thimble tip for measuring the core inlet temperature.

The whole core 3-dimensional power distribution corresponding
to the prevailing state of the core is calculated by the plant process
computer automatically once an hour. The power distribution is a
combination of reactor physics theory (theoretical pwer distribution)
and incore measurements (Fig 1). Both sources of information have inac-
curacies. Hence, the combining of information from the two sources is
performed in such a way that the resulting power distribution describes
the real situation in the core with a high probability.

The 3-dimensional power distribution represents the average
linear heat generation rate of the fuel rods within the nodes. The
maximum rod power within each node is obtained by applying the assembly
internal peaking factors, which also are calculated on-line. In the
following text the power distribution means the 3-dimensional distri-
bution of maximum linear heat generation rate within th£ nodes.

Besides the calculation of thermal margins and burnup incremen-
tation the power distribution forms the basis for continuous fuel
ramping surveillance and follow.

The continuous fuel ramping surveillance is performed by the
local incore flux measurements. New alarm limits for the detector
signals are calculated once an hour based on the allowable power
distribution during the next hour.

Starting point for the allowable power distribution is the pre-
conditioned power distribution, which is assumed to follow the prevail-
ing power distribution with given time constants upwards and downwards,
respectively. The allowable power overshoot from the precondition
level depens of the precondition level itself and fuel burnup, accor-
ding to a purely mathematical formula, which has been developed so
that the operational rules of the core could be put into the system
in the form of some parameters. Thus the allowable power distribution
depends on these parameters and the time coefficients used for the
preconditioned power distribution. The allowable power values must,
of course, never exceed the absolute upper limit allowed for the linear
heat generation rate.

The alarm limits of the flux measurements for the next hour are
extrapolated from the prevailing detector signals by utilizing the
allowable and prevailing power distributions. An estimation for the
allowable reactor total power is also calculated in this connection.

The ramping follow is simply a comparison between the prevailing
power distribution and the preceding power distribution. Automatic
reporting of the results takes place whenever ramps exceeding the
reporting criterion occur or always when the allowable power distribu-
tion has been exceeded at some point. In the latter case an alarm is
also actuated. The allowable and prevailing linear heat generation
rates and the change are reported for every fuel assembly at the axial
node where the change was most significant.

The rainp supervision system has been operating at the Loviisa
plants for 3 years. The core is operated manually according to written
operational rules. The parameters of the ramp supervision system have
been selected so that no alarms occur if the rules arc followed. The
cause of possible alarms is always checked by the reactor engineer.
The ramps exceeding the reporting criterion are automatically docu-
mented.

Typical week-end power regulation causes in the whole care a
ramp distribution shown in Table 1. Normal operating conditions in
Ĵ oviisa reactors are qav 144 W/cm and q,nax 285 H/cm.
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Table 1. Distribution of linear heat rate changes in whole core, during

ueek-end requlation to 75 % power. Theoretical simulation.



222 Tlie ramp supervision system makes it possible to prevent severe
violations of local power change rate limits by utilizing the local,
iticore flux measurements. Automatic documentation of local power
changes is also provided in the Conn of whole core reports. This in-
formation is valuable for example If load follow operation is perfor-
med giving a clear picture of what is actually happening in the core.
It is expected that the accumulating experience makes it possible to
re-evaluate the power change rate limits of the core and to gradually
proceed into the direction of load follow operation.

BWR FUEL RAMPING SUPERVISION

The reactor is operated according to operating rules which impose
limitations e.g. for power change rate, control rod withdrawal speed
and min. waiting times at certain power levels. These limitations are
mainly PCI-related and the aim is to try locally in the fuel to fulfill
the PCI-restrictions that the fuel supplier has specified.

The core supervision system of TVO plants is built around a
NORD-10 computer and a NORD-50 which is connected in slave mode to
the M-10 computer. The main supervision programmes implemented on the
plan computer are POLCA and UPDAT /I/. Calculational flow is presented
in fig 2. POLCA determines a preliminary power profile based on actual
process data and it is run after each major change of the core status
e.g. after control rod movements or every eight hour. The continous
core supervision is provided by UPDAT. It adjusts the preliminary
power distribution to the actual process situation and computes thermal
margins and PCI-ramps. POLCA, a modified one-group nodal model, is
designed for a realistic three- dimensional simulation of the nuclear,
thermal and hydraulic conditions in the reactor. The program takes
doppler xenon and density feedbacks into account. Each fuel assembly
and control rod is treated individually. Tha Ul'DAT calculation is based
on actual LPBM {local power range monitoring detector) readings, core
coolant flow, reactor thermal output, the POLCA estimation of expected
LPI!M values. The idea of UPDA'i1 ia to adjust the POLCA power distribution
no that the POLCA LPRM readings, derived from the power profile, agrees
with the actual readings.

The PCI-supervision is realized in UPDAT programme by comparing
heat generation rates with different UPDAT runs. UPDAT is triggered
when the computer detects changes in the power level or core flow, or
after certain time interval. UPDAT is also started after POLCA calcu-
lation. In PCI-supervision the local ramp rate limit is 0,2S kW/m-h
and the limit for power step increase is 1.0 kW/m during 4 hours /2/.
The power increase is calculated above a threshold level of 27 kw/m
or the previously preconditioned power level. Furthermore the model
assumes a certain relaxation of the preconditioned power level during
the time. The programme prints out nodewlse all the power changes
exceeding the PCI-litnits. For the summary a radial map of the ramp
situation and S worst positions in the core are also printed.

The accuracy of ramp results is mostly dependent on uncertainties
in process input data and LPKM-signal uncertainties caused by noise,
signal calibration, drift, detector vibrations, etc. Also the ramp
results above control rod tips arc dependent on the calculated detailed
power grandient. The effect of signal noise have been decreased by
proper filtration.

Anyhow the system is providing an adequate supervision of core
ramp situation during reactor power changes. When considering the
uncertainties of the system it should also be taken into account that
because of the statistical nature oc PCI failure rates, the limits are
not truly sharp in character. The use of them implies a certain risk
level, which should bo adequately low.

Concerning PCI-related main changes, tho control rod sequence
exchanges followed with limited power increase rate has been performed
twice during the first cycle. During the next cycles the PCI limited
power increase has followed each refuelling, control rod sequence
exchanges are avoided by CCC-loadings. In addition to above mentioned
power changes during the cycles about S...10 reactor stops has happened
of various reasons and many periodical tests together with other
disturbances which has caused power reductions. As mentioned load
following operations, mainly week-end type, has been performed about
10 times per year.

As objectives in utilizing the PCI-supervision system following
things could bQ mentioned:

- supervision and developing of the core operating rules applied by
shift personal

- surveillance of core operation
- surveillance and storing of fuel ramp history

In addition the PCI-supervision is a requirement from the
authorities. In the operational rules modifications have aheady been
made, which exclude frequent events being able to cause PCI-failures.
Also further optimizing of load follow procedures is possible by
having the system for local supervision.

Possible further optimizing of core operations requires predictive
capability of PCI-system and improved LPRK-detector surveillance system.
Predictive capability presumes fast computer system for 3-D xenon
transient calculations.

PLANS FOR LOAD FOLLOW SIMULATION IN LOVIISA REACTORS

Statistical data from part load cycles and load follow during
the 7 cycles in Lo 1 and Lo 2 is shown in Table 2. Short power reduc-
tions 0...6 h are dominating in the total number of part load cycles.
As regards longer cycles in the time scale of loadfollow it can be
noticed that small scale load follow has quite limited impact on the
total cycling duty of the fuel. Present situation and plans in the
company concerning dectricity production show a need to enlarge the
number of load follow cycles in Loviisa plants up to max. SO...70 cycles
annually. Within the light of the accumulated operation statistics this
would increase the cycling duty of the fuel 2...4 times from ttie
experienced level.
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4
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1
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1
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8
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68
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35
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Table 2. Cumulative number- of power reductions during cycles 1...5 of
Lo 1 and cycles 1 2 of Lo 2

IVO Is considering possibilities to perform a load follow simu-
lation experiment in Loviisa reactor, The structure of the control
system makes it possible to cause power changes similar to load follow
by the in - out movement of the central control rod in the six surroun-
ding fuel elements and In the fuel follower element. In this way a
considerable number of cycles can be concentrated within only a small
region of the core and possible risks from the experiment are thus
minimized. Experimental advantages of the simulation are the rather
ideal physical truthfulness and the relatively wide statistical
significance. According to theoretical calculations the ramp distri-
bution in the experiment corresponds well to the ramp distribution
of power control in the range 70...100 %. The fuel follower element
would experience power variations corresponding to power control between
0...100 % and would thus give information about large scale power
control. The experiment would comprise about 1000 rods and would give
statistical information about the failure rate in the ranye of 0,1 %.

Possible effects in fuel caused by power control can be divided
in two main classes:

1. Clear deterministic phenomena leading to
a) defects in the fuel cladding
b) significant changes in the rods' internal performance

2. Rare random failures caused by increased duty of the cladding
in control combined to very disadvantageous and rare combi-
nation of fabrication parameters.

Due to the fact that the general knowledge about the performance
of our fuel is not deep enough the experiment is primarily planned
to show that phenomena belonging to class 1 do not exist. For this
purpose a rather limited statistical material where the load follow
duty of the fuel preferably exceeds the normal needs is sufficient.
Phenomena of class la would already appear ;;t the plant as a consequence
of the experiment whereas detection of phenomena of calss lb would
involve post irradiation examinations.

The fuel supervision system offers following advantages for
realization of the experiment

reliable information about the physical conditions of the
core is continuously available and can be recorded

assurance that the induced power changes correspond exactly
to the plans

According to Table 2 fuel will experience during normal operation
a quite large number of part-load cycles. Our fuel lias proved to be
very reliable in this use and we believe that load follow can be
extended on the basis of favourable fuel operating experiences gradually
nearer to our needs. Positive results from the simulation experiment
would give evidence that occurance of failures of the above mentioned
type 1 will not be a barrier for extension of load follow. Performance
of nuclear fuel can bu verified visually within the scope of the normal
fuel surveillance programme at the plant whereas observing of possible
changes in the internal behaviour Imply very careful and comparative
investigations between base load and load follow use. The fixed shroud
box type fuel construction does not allow any kind of fuel investiga-
tions during operational time and accumulation of new information for
model verification work woud thus be limited to end of life burnups
For the licensing of this kind of progress questions are still open:
how far load follow can be extended on the basis of operation experi-
ences at the plant, for which parameters this can be allowed and which
require more specific investigations.

SUMMARY

The main task of the present nuclear power plants in Finland is
base load production which they also are principally planned for. The
plants have fuel ramping supervision systems continuously in operation.
Operation experiences from the present use show that these systems
provide the plant operators with a sufficiently wide data about the
changes in the core. This information is mainly devoted to supervise
that fuel limits are not exceeded but it also has been used to improve
the operational rules to minimize the PCI duty of the fuel; however the
usefulness of the ramp supervision cannot be defined more exactly in
quantities such as increased production and availability. The increase
of load follow demand will probably make new requirements for the ramp
supervision capability. The power companies are considering ways to
improve the accuracy and reliability of ramp calculation and to proceed
towards a more predictive ramp supervision. Introduction of new features
depends largely on the urgency imposed by the actual load follow needs.
As a special feature for IVO Is tbu demand of deep general understanding
on the behaviour of Its nuclear fuel. A possibility to investigate the
fuel seem to be power cycling tests In Loviisa reactors.
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223 - core power distribution can be checked up to the rod level
during the experiment; calculation time is 5 mln
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